
CLEMENT  PAYNE  MOVEMENT 

 

CONGRATULATIONS ! 

 

The Clement Payne Movement of Barbados would like to offer hearty congratulations to President Nicolas 

Maduro and to the officers and members of the United Socialist Party of Venezuela (PSUV) for their 

outstanding and inspiring electoral victory in the gubernatorial elections of 15th Octpber 2017. 

 

Just as we expected, the PSUV won  a handsome majority of the governorships (18 of the 23) that were up 

for grabs in Sunday’s gubernatorial elections . 

The Western “international” media might be able to fool people outside of Venezuela with their 

Psychological Warfare based propaganda, but they cannot fool the people who actually live in Venezuela 

and know first hand what is going on. 

The reality is that the elitist, fascist and racist Opposition overplayed their hand and “woke up” the masses 

of working class Venezuelans with their campaign of orchestrated violent street protests (inclusive of the 

BURNING with gasoline fires of several black or dark skinned Venezuelans), orchestrated shortages of a 

number of consumer items, and treasonous calls for the United States of America to strangle the 

Venezuelan economy and to invade and otherwise attack the country militarily. 

Indeed,they so turned off the working class that on 30th July 2017 over 8 million adult citizens defied the 

Opposition boycott and their intimidatory threats of violence, and voted for the establishment of a 

National Constituent Assembly to discuss and analyze  the current problems and predicaments facing the 

country and to devise new governance structures and policies to respond to said problems and 

predicaments. 

This was a sure signal that the working class ( a significant number of whom had refused to vote in the 

2015 National Assembly elections, thereby permitting the Opposition to win control of the National 

Assembly) were energized once again and would support their party– the PSUV– in the gubernatorial 

elections of Sunday 15th October. 

So the socialist, anti-imperialist PSUV is back on track with its Bolivarian Revolution ! 

And as was to be expected, the fascist Venezuelan Opposition-- the so-called MUD-- responded to this 

magnificent electoral victory with allegations of fraud. But, as we all know,this is "par for the course". 

Whenever the Venezuelan Opposition party loses an election they ALWAYS accuse the Government of 

fraud– even when the Government won elections at the height of the charismatic Hugo Chavez’s popularity. 

But when they win elections ( as they have twice done during the Chavez / Maduro years) there strangely is 

no fraud.  



The only reason the Opposition now controls the National Assembly is because they won the December 

2015 National Assembly Elections that were organized by the same Maduro administration that is in office 

today, using the same electoral system that is in place today. (Incidentally, an Electoral System that has 

been heralded by international experts– including the Jimmy Carter Centre– as among the best in the 

entire world). 

The President of our Clement Payne Movement was in Venezuela three weeks ago. In fact he has been to 

Venezuela no less than three times this year, and he has made it clear to the Barbadian people that they 

simply CANNOT believe anything that the Western News media tells them about Venezuela. Indeed, these 

Western propaganda outfits are so expert at distorting– nay, creating — reality, that it is actually 

frightening. 

But this is now our time to celebrate-- all of us who are aware that we  have a stake in the historic 

Bolivarian Revolution that the great Hugo Chavez launched at the commencement of this 21st century. 

It is also our time to look forward with great optimism to a re-election victory for President Maduro in the 

Presidential elections of 2018 ! 

Permit me to conclude with the "immortal" phrase that was coined by the former Barbados Prime 

Minister ,Erskine Sandiford :- We acknowledge and celebrate this magnificent victory for the masses of the 

Venezuela people and for the cause of 21st Century Socialism, and  the American government and their 

puppet News Media could "like it or lump it"! Venezuela does not belong to them — it belongs to 

the  people of Venezuela. 

 

DAVID COMISSIONG 

President 
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